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Win An Escape Room At Home!
Roll up, roll up, Epic Escapes are running a competition! The winner will receive our
awesome Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1) worth a cracking £99. It contains three unique and
exciting escape rooms that you can enjoy without even having to escape your own home!
Enter now: https://www.epic-escapes.games/competition
For obvious reasons, we’ve all been spending a lot more time in our homes lately. Have you
been rotating the same few boardgames between your family and friends week in, week
out? Is someone becoming annoyingly good at memorising the answers to Trivial Pursuits
questions? Have you been spending far too long in Monopoly jail?!
Out with the old and in with the new, it’s time to bring something fresh and exciting to
the house that you can all get involved in - enter the Epic Escapes Escape Room In A Box (3
in 1)!
Epic Escapes have developed an awesome set of escape rooms in a box. Transform your
lounge, kitchen or hallway into an immersive environment and take it in turns between your
friends and family to solve puzzles and escape before the timer runs out.
This is your opportunity to win the Epic Escapes Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1) worth £99. All
you have to do is enter your email and name into the form! By subscribing, you will be
entered into our prize draw and we’ll also send you a free exclusive brainteaser every
weekend. Don’t worry - you can unsubscribe at any time!
Enter now: https://www.epic-escapes.games/competition

A Fresh New Alternative to Board Games
The Epic Escapes Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1), worth £99, contains everything you need to
set up three of your very own escape rooms from the comfort of your own home. Each

escape room has its own storyline, sets of puzzles, accessories and hint cards for when the
going gets too tough to handle!
The Epic Escapes Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1) offers something innovative and unique that
can be enjoyed in groups of 3 - 6, or more if you want to take it in turns between small
groups. You can set up a household leaderboard and challenge others to beat your times, or
run a little league between family and friends. The three escape rooms that come in the
Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1) are fully developed and with three different difficulties,
they’re suitable for everyone from beginners to hardened and experienced escape roomers.

The Escape Rooms
Crime - You’re sitting in your friend’s home, twiddling your thumbs waiting for them to get
home. Footsteps on the path sound like him but the uncharacteristic knocks on the door
make you think otherwise. Your friend turns out to be a man on the run from the criminal
underworld, the people at the door are hunting him down, and you proceed to hide in his
panic room basement. In your panic, you lock yourself in with no obvious way out. Your
oxygen will not last forever. Can you escape in time?!
Piracy - A creaking old merchant navy tanker chugs through storms in the Indian ocean, its
cargo is classified. Onboard, you and the crew are on a journey from Hong Kong to Bremen
are heading towards the Suez Canal and you’ve grown paranoid of your captain who is
acting more fractious as time passes. Your shady captain calls for an emergency meeting
and you and you end up locked in a cabin as the tanker appears to veer and change
direction. You must escape as soon as you can and challenge your captain before it is too
late!
Hijack - Potential hijackers have been tracked down to a strange, dark and dilapidated
house in the quiet outskirts of a city. You’re on the team of specialists sent to investigate.
You get inside the house and are searching through its hidden chambers when you find
yourself stuck inside a secure room that contains clues to the hijacker’s next target. You
need to decode the plans before it’s too late, and escape to alert the world.
If you want to get your hands on these awesome escape rooms, then enter for the chance
to win all three escape rooms in our Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1) - this is £99 worth of
awesome escape rooms! Enter now: https://www.epic-escapes.games/competition
“A really well designed, high quality, at-home product, with a clear story and flow. Brilliant
for first-time escape roomers as the puzzles were well structured and understandable.” Kent Escape Room Reviews

“I had a hilarious evening with friends at home completing one of the games. Cleverly
constructed and It really is a great way of spending time with friends. You can use time and
time again with a different group of friends and I thoroughly recommend this game To all.” Judy Stewart
“There is so much you can do and fun for everyone at the safety of your own home.
Everything is so well made and easy to set up. Great family fun.” - Helen Kemp
Enter today for your chance to win the Epic Escapes Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1):
https://www.epic-escapes.games/competition
###
For further information or a Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1) for review, please contact:
harry@epic-escapes.games / 020 365 79709
Epic Escapes Website: https://www.epic-escapes.games/
Epic Escapes Escape Room In A Box (3 in 1) (Three Escape Rooms In One Box) - RRP £99:
https://www.epic-escapes.games/product/escape-room-in-a-box/
Feeling trapped by lockdown restrictions? Wanting some more at home entertainment to
get you through? Get our FREE weekly brainteasers:
https://www.epic-escapes.games/brainteaser/

